
Two Truths and a Lie
Have players think of two true statements about themselves and a lie that’s believable 
enough to trick other players. Take turns sharing these with the group and guessing which 
statements are true and which one is the lie.

At the end of the game discuss these vocab words and the importance of being vigilant of 
lies on the Internet. 

Catfishing: Creating a fake identity or account on a social networking service to trick people into 
sharing their personal information or into believing they’re talking to a real person behind a legitimate 
account, profile, or page

Clickbait: Manipulative online content, posts, or ads designed to capture people’s attention and get 
them to click on a link or webpage, often to grow site traffic and collect information via cookies in 
order to make money

Credible: Believable; someone who is credible uses evidence so you can be confident they are telling 
the truth.

Evidence: Facts or examples that prove something is true or false

Motive: The reason that someone does something; intention

Deceptive news: News that intentionally lies or distorts the truth

Front Group: A group that is pretending to be something it’s not in order to hide the identity of the 
people who really run the group
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Disinformation: Information that is false or intended to mislead

Skeptical: Willing to question claims of truth

Phishing: An attempt to scam you or trick you into sharing login information or other personal 
information online. Phishing is usually done through email, ads, or sites that look similar to ones you’re 
already used to.

Spearphishing: A phishing scam where an attacker targets you more precisely by using pieces of your 
own personal information

Scam: A dishonest attempt to make money or gain something else of value by tricking people

Trustworthy: Able to be relied on to do what is right or what is needed

Authentic: Real, genuine, true, or accurate; not fake or copied

Verifiable: Something that can be proven or shown to be true or correct

Deceptive: False; an action or message designed to fool, trick, or mislead someone

Manipulation: Someone controlling or influencing another person or situation unfairly, dishonestly, or 
under threat. Alternatively, things you find online may be manipulated, such as a photo that has been 
edited to make you believe something that isn’t true.

Fraudulent: Tricking someone in order to get something valuable from them

Firewall: A program that shields your computer from most scams and tricks
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